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Justine Smith

www.justinesmith.net

Justine!"#Somerset$%&'()*+,

at The City and Guilds of London Art School from 1990

The City and Guilds of London Art School-

to 1993. She has always worked with paper as a primary
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of, or relating to money. She has exhibited in galleries and

medium and she is currently focusing on making work either
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museums internationally, and has work in the collections

MNCollection of the British CouncilOthe

of the British Council, the UK Government Art Collection,

UK Government Art CollectionOfinancial

financial institutions, international corporations and
numerous private collections. She lives and works in London.

institutionsOinternational corporationsEPQ
RSTUD$VWXYZ)*Born in Somerset, Justine Smith moved to London to study
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02. Rise & Fall!- detail
03. Instruments of State!- Iran
04. Absolute Power
05. Blood Money
06. Hush Money
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創作素材的多樣性

Justine Smith

呈現議題的紙鈔創作
dpi : What kind of the message do you want to convey to your readers?
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Justine : “Rise & Fall” is my current favourite. It is a sculpture installation of two

ñ‘7±²ò3¿ó:;$«ÕV!’“Z.•7ôõö-

bronze trees. The first is patinated to a tree colour with (mainly) fallen leaves of

E¡¢7£¤-

Justine : I think that the ideas expressed in my work are fairly explicit and I think most
people will come to their own conclusions.
dpi : Do you choose the specific money in your works?
Justine : Yes, the notes I use are always chosen specifically. For example, all the
banknotes in the “Specimen” flowering plant series are made from banknotes
featuring various dictators, as these pieces are concerned with the ideas of extinction
and corruption.
dpi : Which work is the most favorite or the most special for you? Would you please
share with us the work and the reason as well?

US Dollars, through which appear pockets of golden mushrooms. The second is a

dpi : Would you please talk about your creating process

large octagonal “packing crate” containing a silver plated, bronze, cherry tree in

to our reader, and how do you define your creating style?

full bloom, with blossoms made of Chinese banknotes. The interior of the crate is

What kind of materials, tools and techniques do you use for

mirrored, creating an illusion of an eternal “forest” of trees. The work relates to the

your creation?

current global economic crisis, the idea of Perpetual Growth, greed, fear, and the

Justine : My process is that if I think I’ve got a good idea

shifting balance of world power away from the US and towards the ascent of China.

I will try and make it so I think my style is quite diverse.

I like it as it the most ambitious piece I have made, and I also really enjoyed working

That said most of my work is quite detailed and some of it

with bronze and precious metals as I like how the permanence of those materials

requires quite a lot of research. My work includes sculpture,

contrasts with the paper money.

collage and limited edition prints, and my main materials
are current issue banknotes and coins.
dpi : Why do you choose "Money" to be your main design
conception? Would you share the reason with us?
Justine : I like the contradictions of it. It really was just the
way my work evolved as I had always worked with paper
and everyday materials I found around me. However as
soon as I had made the first piece I realised that it was a
very powerful material to work with. I like that it is something
so delicate, yet so powerful, that it is something we all have
a relationship with, that often the notes themselves can
be very beautiful, but be used to express great ugliness in
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human nature. I think a banknote can be used to invoke
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questions in a political, moral or social sense.
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Justine Smith

不斷與現實社會連結的題材
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States or the Euro zone, and as such they differ from typical
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political map. I like the idea that looking at a Money Map
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can give a deeper understanding of a given country as the
banknotes can represent the ideas and achievements of a
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whole society. The Money Word collages are concerned
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with the language of money and our reaction to it. The
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meaning of a word can change once associated with
money and often becomes more emotive or sinister, such
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as “Hush Money” or “Blood Money” (Iraqi Dinar). I will also
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choose a particular word and currency to go together to
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highlight a political point.
dpi : Do you have any new creating plan this year?

dpi : Would you share the conception of “Money Map” and

Justine : I often have a backlog of ideas and not enough

Money Word”?

time to make them, as a lot of my work is quite intricate and

Justine : Justine : My “Money Maps” start as tracings from

therefore time consuming. This year I am hoping to work on

existing maps which become collages as each country is

a project using gold, as at the moment it seems to be the

cut out from its own currency. The images on banknotes are

world’s favourite currency, and I am talking to a company

significant. In a sense, they are little pieces of propaganda

who may be willing to loan me some.
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03 04

and can give an indication of culture, history, economy
and religion of a given country. In some regions, even the
name of the currency (eg. Pounds, Francs, etc) can be
significant as possible remnants of a colonial past. They
can also show economics alliances such as West African
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01. Specimen IV Turkmenistan
02. Money Map of the World
03. Specimen IV -detail
04. The Calculation of Loss
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